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Abstract: What is the essential ingredient of creativity that only humans – and not machines – possess? Can artificial intelligence help refine the notion of creativity by reference to that essential ingredient? How / do we need to redefine our conceptual and legal frameworks for rewarding creativity because of this new qualifying – actually creatively significant – factor?

Those are the questions tacked in this essay. The author’s conclusion is that consciousness, experiential states (such as a raw feel of what is like to be creating) and propositional attitudes (such as intention to instigate change by creating) appear pivotal to qualifying an exploratory effort as creativity. Artificial intelligence systems would supposedly be capable of creativity if they could exhibit such states, which philosophers and computer scientists posit as conceptually admissible and practically possible.

The existing legal framework rewards creative endeavours by reference to the novelty or originality of the end result. But this bar is not insurmountable for artificial intelligence. Technically speaking, artificial intelligence systems can create works that are novel and/or original. Are we then prepared to grant to those systems the legal status of “creators” in their own right? Whom should the associated benefits and rewards be assigned to? How does the position change (or not) based on the qualifying factors set out above? Should – and if, how – the general public benefit from inventions / creative works of artificial intelligence systems if trove of personal data is the key component that fueled and informed creative choices?

1 Introduction

Creativity is considered a sacrosanct realm of human beings. Purportedly, only they can possess and project in the material world the capability and skill to originate something new, original and aesthetically satisfactory. But is this unconditionally and irrevocably true? May the tables turn if novelty, originality and aesthetic judgement come about as a result of the deployment and operations of an artificial intelligence (“AI”) system? And what if that AI system churns out a result irrespective of the initial instructions or input provided by the humans involved in the process? How about if AI can and acts autonomously? How then these outcomes change our understanding and the notion of creativity?

Those are the questions that this essay purports to address. To provide definitive answers would probably be a tall order for the author. To entertain and contemplate (speculative) scenarios would be part of the
journey. And, ultimately, to put forward possible propositions for all of us to ponder upon is the humble mission that the author wishes to embark upon.

Along the way, we will inquire and contemplate a range of instrumental questions. In particular, what creativity is (Chapter 2), whether AI can be creative (Chapter 3), whether AI can refine the notion of creativity by reference to its essential ingredient (Chapter 4) and if and how we need to revisit our conceptual and legal frameworks for rewarding creativity so that they reflect the morally and socially significant element of creativity (Chapter 5).

2 Creativity, unpacked

Philosophy and psychology have gone to some lengths exploring the concept of creativity. Thinkers (from Plato and Aristotle to Berys Gaut) and scientist (from Henri Poincare to Marcus du Sautoy) have dwelled upon the essence, dimensions and variations of creativity and tested the limits of the various concepts thereof. For an extensive overview of the various schools of thought, see Gaut's "The Philosophy of Creativity". I will focus here on the theories of most relevance to the topic of this essay.

2.1 Concepts of creativity: mental capacity or experiential mental process

1.1.1 The Computational Theory of Creativity

An influential account of creativity is presented by Margaret Boden's computational theory of creativity. On Boden’s view, human creativity is a mental capacity to generate “ideas that are new, surprising and valuable”. It is not to be regarded as a “faculty” (such as the various senses) but as an “aspect of human intelligence”. This mental capacity is founded on the deployment of a wide range of physiological abilities such as noticing, perception, memory, contextualising, associative powers and recognising analogies, conceptual thinking, and reflective self-thinking. It allows for generation of ideas by exploring, bending or breaking of, and, thus, transforming established conceptual spaces delineated by constraints (such as preconceptions or rules).

These generative processes amount to creativity in a particular instance only if the ideas produced are new, surprising and of value, in Boden’s view. They constitute the so-called “radical creativity” — the outstanding form typically of interest — as, in Boden’s view, everyone is capable of some form/degree of creativity in daily life. Yet, the radical manifestations thereof merit recognition and reward.

Boden reckons an idea as new if it is such at least to the person coming up with it (based on considerations regarding the so-called “psychological creativity”, which will be explained below). An idea is surprising if it has not or could not have arisen so far under the constraints, i.e. from the application of the rules, defining
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1 Gaut, B. (2010).
the respective domain. For an idea to be of value, it must be “useful, illuminating, or challenging in some way.”

In Boden’s view, creativity is largely predicated on expert knowledge of and expertise in the domain being explored and transformed. Without extensive knowledge and skills in the respective area, the creator would not be able to systematically identify, map out, search and transcend the respective domain-relevant generative principles and conceptual structures. Boden elaborates on instances when the creator (e.g. Mozart, Darwin, and Shakespeare) knew his subject matter extremely well and was, as a result, able to build upon the state of the art in order to come up with new ideas. Greater insights allow for better understanding of the respective structured conceptual space (“the frame”, as Boden further dubs it), and the resolved and unresolved questions (“filled/unfilled slots”) therein. They enable seeing the solution in its entirety at once. Expert knowledge also underpins the transformational potential of an idea.

Boden explains human creativity by drawing comparisons and distinctions between generation of ideas in human mind and computation in computers. Thought-processes are compared to problem-solving programmes. Exploration and human heuristics used therefor are likened to search by computers, and search-spaces/mapping of conceptual spaces – to search-trees. Data and action-rules in programmes are considered to form generative systems, which are similar to generative principles employed in the course of exploration and transformation of conceptual structures. Associative thinking is considered to resemble semantic nets in AI. Connectionist systems (such as pattern-matching, pattern-completion, analogical pattern matching, and contextual memory) underpin both neurological processes and the operations of algorithms. In Boden’s view, they are also essential to combinational creativity (see below for further details of this type of creativity).

1.1.2 The Recombination Theory of Creativity

David Novitz provides an alternative theory to the computational theory of creativity. He considers the latter underdescriptive due to its over- and under-inclusiveness at once.

On the one hand, the computational theory overstates the importance of generative principles and conceptual space as a benchmark, against which acts to be assessed and indeed asserted as creative. Since, as Novitz notes, inventions may come about without overcoming constrains and/or transforming conceptual spaces. As a result, the computational theory understates the creative propensity of act that do not transcend generative principles and transform conceptual spaces. Since there are such acts that build
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up — e.g. by way of recombination — on existing ideas, techniques, etc., and still result in novel, surprising and valuable outcomes, i.e. are creative.\textsuperscript{13}

On the other hand, by overemphasizing the importance of transformation, the computational theory — Novitz contends — casts a too wide net and qualifies as creative acts that may overcome existing generative principles but do so by mere trial and error and no true ingenuity involved.\textsuperscript{14}

As a result, in Novitz's view, the computational theory may capture and qualify some acts as creative and others as not, irrespective of their creative parity.\textsuperscript{15}

To remedy these deficiencies of the computational theory, Novitz advances a theory on the count of which an act is creative if it involves (i) "\textit{intentional or chance recombination}" of ideas, techniques, etc. which recombination is "\textit{subsequently deliberately used or employed}" in ways that (ii) bring about an outcome/output that "\textit{is (or would have been) surprising — hence, not predicted by — a given population}" and (iii) are "\textit{intended to be, and are potentially, of real value to some people.}"\textsuperscript{16}

\textbf{1.1.3 The Experiential Theory of Creativity}

Bence Nanay attempts to reconcile the computational and recombination accounts of creativity by striking a common ground at a different — not functional but experiential — level of the creative processes. Nanay considers that what distinguishes creative from noncreative acts is not the manner of their implementation/manifestation (e.g. radical transformation, or recombination) but the experiences that the creator goes through.\textsuperscript{17} An idea is creative if the creator takes it in her mind as something that has not been possible before and the idea in questions has indeed not been possible before (and not merely an idea learned from somebody else).\textsuperscript{18} I.e. creative processes are experienced "\textit{in a certain distinctive way}", in which noncreative processes are not.\textsuperscript{19}

Nanay's main points is that, although neural processes are "\textit{causally responsible}" for creative ideas, it is the experiential level that the latter need to be analysed on (and not the functional one) in order to set creative from noncreative acts apart. In particular, acts are creative when accompanied by "\textit{the experience of creativity}".\textsuperscript{20} This is the common feature that unites different mental processes into a category of creative acts. Nanay does not argue for a particular set of necessary and sufficient conditions to creativity. He admits that the feature of creativity listed above may not be exhaustive. However, he claims that the concept of

\textsuperscript{14} Novitz, D. (1999), pp. 74-76.
\textsuperscript{15} Novitz, D. (1999), pp. 75-76.
\textsuperscript{17} Nanay, B. (2014), p. 18-21.
\textsuperscript{19} Nanay, B. (2014), pp. 18-21.
creativity is so vast and complex that it may very well not be possible to pin down all the conditions that define it.\textsuperscript{21}

2.2 \textbf{Types of creativity: within and beyond any perceivable boundaries}

Boden distinguishes between:

- Based on the novelty of an idea to its creator and/or historically: psychological creativity (“P-creativity”) and historical creativity (“H-creativity”). P-creativity presupposes generating a surprising and valuable idea that is new to its creator. H-creativity involves coming up a surprising and valuable idea that arises \textit{“for the first time in history”}.\textsuperscript{22}

- Based on the ways for generating ideas: combinational, exploratory and transformational creativity. Combinational creativity involves \textit{“novel (improbable) combinations of familiar ideas”}. Exploratory creativity presupposes coming up with novel, surprising valuable ideas by exploring structured conceptual spaces. Transformational creativity \textit{“involves the transformation of some (one or more) dimension of the space, so that new structures can be generated which could not have arisen before”}.\textsuperscript{23}

Other authors have drawn distinctions between objective and subjective creativity that broadly go into the direction of Boden’s distinction between P-creativity and H-creativity.\textsuperscript{24}

2.3 \textbf{Originality, Randomness, Intention, Autonomy}

The various attempts for devising a coherent theory of creativity have inevitably involved a more considerate thought being given to the correlation with originality and the role of intention, randomness, and autonomy in the creative process.

Creativity and originality are two different breeds of cattle. Creativity is considered to be a feature of mental process rather than of an entity (work, product). As creative is considered an act that is not mechanical. Originality is deemed to be a feature of \textit{“objectively observed entities”} and not processes.\textsuperscript{25} As original is regarded an output that is not derivative but unique, \textit{“first of its kind”} historically.\textsuperscript{26} An original idea may still not be creative while the characteristics of a mental process as creative does not necessarily testify of the output as original or not.\textsuperscript{27} This distinction is important for the purposes of delineating further the boundaries and essential components of creativity, and for the discussion regarding rewarding creativity in Chapter 5.

Randomness admittedly plays a certain role in the creative process. It also has a bearing on the qualification of acts as creative in a two-fold manner. On the one hand, not all creative processes involve pre-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{22} Boden, M. (2004), pp., 2, 43.
\item \textsuperscript{24} See Nanay, B. (2014), p. 18 for an overview of those views.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Nanay, B. (2014), p. 19.
\item \textsuperscript{26} Gaut, B. (2010), p. 1039.
\item \textsuperscript{27} Nanay, B. (2014), pp. 18-19; Gaut, B. (2010), pp. 1039-1040.
\end{itemize}
conceptualization and neat execution of an aesthetic vision or a scientific concept. Some degree of chance or serendipity may play out in the creative process and, yet, output still be able to ascribable to its creator and not mere occurrence of circumstances. On the other hand, determinisms in processes may deprive the outcomes from the quality of being surprising, and, thus dismiss their creativity. However, outcomes that are entirely due to chance or serendipity are not to be considered as creative either, since creativity is considered to presuppose agency — be it human or other — as creative processes are actions and not mere byproduct of, e.g., luck.

Creativity is also conditioned on the creator’s ability to exert autonomy in the course of the creative process by evaluating aesthetic or scientific qualities of a work and changing, as need be, its features or generative standards applied. Lack of autonomy is considered to results in what Boden calls “automatism” in the creative process, in which case input predetermines output and preempts agency, novelty and surprisingness.

Intention does not appear to be a condition sine qua non to creativity. Intentional states are involved in the so-called “active creativity”, i.e. when creators engage in deliberate creative pursuits. “Passive creativity” does not require intention as creative ideas emerge without any specific pre-conceptualizing or plan, merely “on the go”.

3 Can AI be creative?

It appears prudent to purport to answer this question by reference to the three theories discussed above in order to ascertain if AI can live up to the conceptual rigour of creativity that they introduce.

On the computational theory of creativity, it appears conceptually plausible that AI systems can be creative. The emergence and advancement of machine learning and deep learning in particular have rendered possible the exploration and transformation by AI of conceptual spaces in all its forms. In a paper of 2010, Boden reaffirms this (then) emerging tendency by explicating how various algorithm-based programmes meet the criteria for combinational, exploratory and even transformational creativity. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Neural Style Transfers (NST) and Artificial Intelligence Generative Adversarial Networks (AIGANs) have facilitated novel and imaginative art generation. AIGANs in particular have transcended pre-existing conceptual and style limitations stemming from
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from the training sets, and equipped AI with capabilities to learn generative principles, apply them and deviate from them.\textsuperscript{36}

Evolutionary algorithms, GANs and AIGANs appear to largely resolve also the concerns about lack of creative autonomy in AI while also instilling a fair amount of randomness in the system so that output may not be consider deterministic and, hence, a function of the underlying data/image sets and/or programmer’s own creativity.\textsuperscript{37} (It is another matter to what extent determinism as a theoretical concept is grounded given that quantum mechanics appear to suggest that indeterminacy might rather prevail.\textsuperscript{38}) Computational models of creative appreciation, autonomous evaluation and change have been proposed by several authors,\textsuperscript{39} generally admitted as possible in principle,\textsuperscript{40} and tested in practice (e.g. in the project “The Painting Fool”).\textsuperscript{41}

On the recombination theory, creativity also appears within reach for AI. Recombination as output from the deployment of statistical and logical models is at the heart of programmes such as JAPE. The requirements that the recombination is “\textit{deliberately used or employed}” in ways that are surprising and of value could be considered met by, for example, AlphaGo (when coming up with its infamous move No. 37 against Lee Sedol)\textsuperscript{42} and by OpenAI’s DALL·E (when creating images from text captions\textsuperscript{43}).

The experiential account of creativity appears to require from the creator a certain level of awareness of the creative nature of the process, i.e. consciousness about the creative, in order for that process to qualify as such (creative). Which inevitably invites the question of whether AI systems are (at least hypothetically) capable of consciousness, i.e. of having mental states such as qualia, etc. Which, in turn, raises a number of philosophical and psychological questions regarding the essence of consciousness, mental state and mind in principle and the framing of those concepts. All questions that contemporary philosophy and science still do not have categorical answers to and which this essay is not meant to address in detail. Yet, it is worth setting out here several general considerations.

First, philosophy allows for possible equivalence between mental states and physical (brain) states (type-identity theory\textsuperscript{44}) and for the multiple realisability of mental states by physical states (functionalism\textsuperscript{45}). Hence, if neural networks emulate the human brain increasingly authentically, it can be reasonably argued that, by being identical to or a function of mental processes, physical processes at play in AI are representations of possible mental ones. I.e. that mental states in AI are not logically impossible.

\textsuperscript{36} Elgammal et al. (2017), pp. 5-6.
\textsuperscript{37} Cetinic, E., and She, J. (2021), pp. 9; Elgammal et al. (2017), pp. 5-6.
\textsuperscript{38} Rovelli, C. (2021), pp. 57-61.
\textsuperscript{40} Cohen et al. (2012), pp. 97-105.
\textsuperscript{41} Colton, S. (2012), pp. 7-25.
\textsuperscript{42} Du Sautoy, M. (2019), pp. 18-44.
\textsuperscript{43} Ramesh et al. (2021).
\textsuperscript{44} Philosophy of Mind (2021a).
\textsuperscript{45} Philosophy of Mind (2021b).
If we are still concerned that, in order for AI to be creative, it should -- but does not -- exhibit mental states, philosophy may hold the answer to that concern as well. Epiphenomenalism advances plausible explanations as to why mental states, such as consciousness, may exist and still not have specific physical projections. Moreover, a number of further arguments can be put forward as to why mental states may exist even without being causally efficacious.

Those two sets of considerations come to the defence of the thesis that it is not logically impossible and, indeed, theoretically implausible that AI systems may be capable of consciousness even if it has no manifestations in the outside world and, hence, is not evident to us.

Third and most importantly, contemporary computer science considers machine consciousness within reach. Russell and Norvig deem that “[i]ndividual aspects of consciousness – awareness, self-awareness, attention – can be programmed and can be part of an intelligent machine.” Selman also expects that multi-agent systems will develop consciousness in order to be able to interact with each other. Bostrom depicts a convincing picture of the possible emergence and rise of strong AI, with requisite attributes of superintelligence and consciousness.

Were sceptics’ views regarding the unitability of machine consciousness nevertheless to be credited, hybrid forms of AI may still prove them wrong. Recent research into the possible interplay between computer and neuroscience suggests that neuron-silicon hybrid computing chips (the so-called “brains-on-a-chip”) have more efficient computing capabilities, and are able to process information regarding the surrounding environment and act autonomously upon it. Which appears to hold a promise for developing artificial general intelligence and, thus, artificial sentience.

4 Can AI (re)define creativity?

The considerations above uphold the possibility for AI creativity. It cannot be dismissed bluntly. Yet, our intuitions still speak strongly in favour of creativity as a domain reserved for humans only. How then these outcomes change (if at all) our predispositions to the notion of creativity? In my view, they prompt us to unravel (soon!) the true essence and psychological traits of creativity and pinpoint the specific determinants that qualify a process as “creative”.

Boden admits that creativity “involves not only a cognitive dimension (the generation of new ideas) but also motivation and emotion.” Novitz makes a convincing case as to why mere mechanical exploration/recombination/transformation of ideas on a “trail-and-error” basis does not constitute a creative
act. Nanay appears to have a point by appealing to the experiential aspects of the mental process, as, indeed, any accidental effort or relentless trail-and-error exercise may otherwise easily cross the mark for novelty, surprising-ness and value if taken at par. Hence, it seems justified to allow for some further, mental components as essential to creativity. Otherwise, would the creative process have been purely computational/functional, then, logically, creativity is completely attainable for entities with control centres emulated on human brains (such as modern AI). Which trumps our intuitions above.

Awareness of the creative nature of an ongoing process and experiencing it as such (i.e. having the raw feel of “creating”) appear to be two such further essential mental components. They play out in an intellectual endeavour in order for it to stand out as “creative” rather than mere occurrence of circumstances, or mechanical effort. Consciousness and experiential states appear also logically necessary for creativity for two further reasons. Consciousness and raw feel of the creative process constitute the real-time connection to the latter and ensure perception of its course and ability to act on it. I.e. they facilitate the possibility for action, i.e. for agency, in the creative process. Second, consciousness and raw feel enable also aesthetic appreciation, evaluation, and deviations, and, in this way, autonomy. Otherwise, the ability for adjustments would be pre-empted and reactiveness would set in.

The key qualifying factor for creativity appears, however, to be the intent to instigate creatively (i.e. through a creative process) a change to the status quo. Such a propositional attitude gives a direction to the creative endeavor. Intent to instigate change creatively practically materializes and manifests the agency and autonomy involved. It channels them in such a way so that to premise novelty and value. Absent such intent, mechanical recombination or trial-and-error exercises (such as in Goodyear’s case) may plausibly be considered creative (although not all pundits agree with that\(^{54}\)). By the same token, the mere deployment of the brute computing force of artificial general intelligence (assuming it exhibits consciousness and experiential states, as per above) may still rank as creative.

5 Societal benefits and rewards

If the prospect of AI creativity convinces us of the need to fine-tune the overall concept of creativity along the lines above, what wider societal implications this may have?

5.1 The appropriate conceptual and legal framework for rewarding creativity

The first and most obvious (at least to lawyers) implication is the need to revisit, conceptually and legally, also the approach to ascribing and rewarding creativity.

The existing legal framework rewards creative endeavours by reference to the originality or novelty of the end product specifically. The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works\(^{55}\) grants


\(^{55}\) Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, of September 9, 1886, as last revised in Paris on July 24, 1971 (the “Berne Convention”).
protection and rights to reward with respect to literary or artistic works that are "original". The World Trade Organisation’s Agreement on the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights warrants patent protection for inventions “provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application”. Hence, both legal regimes uphold the qualitative features of the product as qualifying factor for protection and reward. None of these legal standards accentuates on agency or the capacity of the inventor (e.g. as a natural person) as a qualifying factor for granting legal protection and rights to commercialization and associated reward. Both legal frameworks also set the standards for national protection in the member states that are signatories to those international treaties. As a result, those legal standards are widely adopted among developed and developing countries.

However, the bar of novelty/originality of the output is not insurmountable for AI. As discussed above, AI systems can create works that are novel and/or original. This creates a host of questions for deliberation among scholars, artists/inventors, industry, policy- and lawmakers. Among them are: are standards by reference to the originality/novelty of the work/invention still adequate? Should they not be upgraded with regard to the role of the creator in the process? If not, are we ready to recognise a legal status of “creator” to AI? And in what set-up – as a co-creators always (alongside the programmer) or possibly in its own right? If such status is recognised, who reaps the rewards for AI’s creations – the programmers of the AI systems, the corporations that own them, or the general public?

The latter question is particularly acute given that algorithms are trained and tested on vast sets of data some of which include copyrighted materials (e.g. literary works, images of artworks), personal data (e.g. regarding individual aesthetic preferences) or inferences from such. If AI creative capabilities are (em)powered by copyrighted materials or personal data, further questions regarding the fair distribution of benefits from a creation arise. For example, should – and if, how – the general public benefit from inventions / creative works of AI systems if throve of personal data is the key component that fuelled and informed creative choices? If yes, on what basis – e.g. by way of open source access, open access licenses, or other forms of availability to the wider public, or sharing the monetary benefits in a more structured way which allows for reinvestment and pursuit of public interest causes?

Some of these issues have been debated — and the respective legal standards tested in litigation — before US, UK and European Union authorities and courts. Yet, the jury is still out on the ultimate resolutions.

56 Per argument from Art. 2(3) and (8), and Art. 14bis et seq. of the Berne Convention.
58 Art. 25 of the TRIPS Agreement.
Agency and autonomy are morally and legally relevant for assigning responsibility. They should be morally and legally relevant also for assigning rights. In the case of creativity, consciousness, raw feels for creating and intent to constitute creatively change arguably underpin agency and autonomy. Therefore, legal standards should find a way — through law or precedent — to accommodate them as the morally and legally significant elements for ascribing creativity and associated reward.

6 Conclusions

AI can and is already redefining the concept of creativity. Or at least our perception of this psychological phenomenon. This happens in a rather typical way for situations involving intelligent machines — by us (humans) realising that algorithms can do what we can, and that recognition and associated benefits therefor might naturally be in store for them as well. The time appears ripe for the respective conceptual and legal frameworks to evolve and account for consciousness, experiential states and propositional attitudes — being the underlying causes of agency and autonomy — as qualifying factors for bestowing creativity. As much as mental states, agency and autonomy are the triggers for moral and legal responsibility, they should be among the key determinant for assigning legal rights and ensuing rewards as well. As advanced AI emerges, it may be meeting those criteria and formally qualify for the status of an “inventor”/”author”. Then, we would need to resolve also the implications of granting AI such a status and of the fair access to and distribution of the benefits from AI’s creations.
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